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camouflés, cherchés, trouvés!
Book published by the French publisher Le Pommier in October 2018.

Camouflés, cherchés, trouves! proposes the search for 
camouflaged animals in different places of nature like the 
desert, the jungle, the arctic or the savannah, among others.

Original Title: Camouflés, cherchés, trouvés!
English Title: Camouflaged, searched, found!
Authors:  Virginie Aladjidi and Caroline Pellissier
Illustrator: Judy Kaufmann
Publishing French: Le Pommier, 2018
Publishing Danish: Lamberth, 2019
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Detail of some interior pages
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Detail of some interior pages
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Detail of some interior pages



QUEL CIRQUE!
Book published by the French publisher L'Agrume in April 2019.

Quel cirque is a cardboard book for toddlers with the classic 
and vintage format of an imagier.

The connection between the detailed images on the left side 
and the character on the right, help the conceptualization on 
topics in which the child can feel identified.

Original Title: Quel cirque!
English Title: What a circus!
Author: Judy Kaufmann
Publishing French: L’Agrume, 2019
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Detail of some interior pages



QUEL CIRQUE!
Detail of some interior pages



mon quartier
Book to be published by the French publisher L'Agrume in October 2019

Mon quartier is a large format book (160 x 45cm - 63 x 17,7 inches) 
that unfolds like an accordion.
 
When deployed, we will see through eight buildings per side, 
how a neighborhood lives on a day, and on the other side, how it 
does during the night. 

In the texts below we will read extracts of stories that happens on 
each one of the apartments.
 
The girl who lives in the last house is the one who tells how her 
neighbors live and what happens on their neighborhood.

Original Title: Mon quartier
English Title: My neighborhood
Author: Judy Kaufmann
Publishing French: L’Agrume, 2019



mon quartier
Detail of the book



COOLLAGE
New project

The general idea of Coollage Book is to create characters with 
the same technic of a collage. Through adhesives of simple 
geometrical shapes, the child will have the possibility to create 
lot of different characters.

Original Title: Coollage. The book of geometric collage
Author: Judy Kaufmann



COOLLAGE
Detail of some characters



COOLLAGE
Detail of a page with adhesives
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Detail of an interior page
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Detail of an interior page



The weekend
Book in negotiation phase with the French publisher L'Agrume

The Weekend is an illustrated album for 
toddlers.

The idea is to bring into play the 
differences between what we do in the 
week and on the weekend.
 
Through fun animals (especially dogs 
and wolves), we will find ways to explain 
some differences between the five days 
of the week and the two days of the 
weekend. 

In the course of the week story, there is 
always a character who questions 
everything and who in the end will be 
the only one who will be working 
during the weekend...

Original Title: The weekend
Author: Judy Kaufmann



The weekend
Detail of some interior pages



The weekend
Sketches of some interior pages



natives of our land
Book created together with my twin sister Deby in negotiation phase with the Chilean publisher Saposcat

Natives of our land is a book that allows to discover the first inhabitants of the territory that today 
we know as Chile. Through simple rhymes and illustrations, the characters present themselves and 
their culture.
 
Each drawing is divided into three different movable parts that allow multiple combinations of the 
characters and their descriptions. In addition to presenting the original cultures of our land, the 
book allows us to mix them to create new possible cultures.

Mapuche + + =Aymara Yámana Mamana

Original Title: Nativos de nuestra tierra
English Title: Natives of our land
Writer: Deby Kaufmann
Illustrator: Judy Kaufmann
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